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Contrary to Schro¨dinger’s focus, [John] Von Neu-It Takes Two to Tango: Information,
man’s logical analysis led him to claim that life is notMetabolism, and the Origins of Life one thing but two, metabolism and replication. (Fry,
p. 151)
The Emergence of Life on Earth: Wills and Bada agree that this duality has fueled many
of the most ferocious debates regarding the origins ofA Historical and Scientific Overview
By Iris Fry life, and has led otherwise broad-minded people to re-
treat into opposing camps:New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press
(2000). 327 pp. $55.00
Thinkers about the origin of life have wrestled, with
varying degrees of success, with the question of howThe Spark of Life: Darwin
the first organisms could have acquired [the minimaland the Primeval Soup
essential properties that distinguish a living systemBy Christopher Wills and Jeffrey Bada
from inanimate nature]. These thinkers can be roughlyCambridge, MA: Perseus Publishing
divided into those who believe that genes came first(2000). 291 pp. $27.00
and those who believe that life must have started with
metabolism. (Wills and Bada, p. xviii)It might be thought that the discovery of the universal
mechanisms basic to the essential properties of living Evidently, the chicken and the egg need an update.
beings would have helped solve the problem of life’s In the dark ages before 1981, when proteins were the
origins. As it turns out, these discoveries, by almost only known catalysts, we asked a simple but unanswer-
entirely transforming the question, have shown it to be able question: Which came first—proteins or nucleic
even more difficult than it formerly appeared. acids? With the discovery of catalytic RNA, and the
—Jacques Monod, Chance and Necessity, 1974 realization that RNA could serve both as replicase and
as genome, the original question was replaced by a new
For hundreds of years the origin of life was thought to and equally perplexing one: How did the first functionally
be well understood and did not pose any problem to complex RNAs arise? The Urey/Miller experiment in
naturalists and lay persons alike. Interestingly, doubts 1953 provided a stunning proof-of-principle that simu-
began to rise with the growth of biological knowledge, lated prebiotic chemistry could generate biologically in-
and the question became a complete mystery, espe- teresting molecules, but progress since then has been
cially at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of disappointing, and plausible prebiotic pathways have
the twentieth century. (Fry, p. 1) not been identified for the synthesis of nucleic acids,
let alone the lipids that are essential for cellularization.
You would not put a fox in charge of the hen house, Thus it is beginning to look like molecular biologists put
so why ask a molecular biologist about the origin of life? too much faith in the nutritional value of the primordial
Remember, these are the people who brought you the soup. Or, as de Duve puts it, “I cannot accept the view of
Central Dogma that life is information flow: DNA makes an RNA world arising through purely random chemistry”
RNA makes protein. As a group, they were not enthu- (quoted by Fry, p. 197).
siastic about the Krebs cycle; the Embden-Myerhof So which came first—RNA or metabolism? Maybe
pathway appeared only briefly on their radar screens, both. The notion of “scaffolding” was first clearly articu-
probably during a midterm or final exam. Nucleotide lated by Graham Cairns-Smith in 1985: “...before the
metabolism was an unavoidable nuisance required for multitudinous components of present biochemistry
the above-mentioned dogmatic activities. Glycolysis, could come to lean together they had to lean on some-
oxidative phosphorylation, and photosynthesis were thing else” (quoted by Fry, p. 185). A Roman arch is
just ways of generating petty cash called ATP; the real constructed by setting stones on a wooden scaffold;
fun was spending it. Yet some of these people who the keystone is inserted last, and the arch becomes
barely got through introductory biochemistry have now self-supporting. The scaffold is then dismantled, and all
gotten into the habit of telling you how life began. Must clues regarding construction are lost. If a Roman arch
you believe them? Not necessarily, say the authors of is an apt metaphor for the origins of life, we are in trouble.
these books. As Monod foresaw in 1974, the problem is only getting
As Fry points out in her scholarly, comprehensive, and worse; although some molecular biologists are under
down-to-earth book, The Emergence of Life on Earth: the impression that RNA solves most of the problems,
A Historical and Scientific Overview, the big question and some chemically minded biologists are under the
regarding the origin of life was framed by a mathemati- impression that metabolism could be self-sustaining in
cian: Should we conceive of “life” as the flow of informa- the absence of any genetic system, there is currently no
tion (as Schro¨dinger and the molecular biologists would reconciling these camps. Scaffolding—however vague
have you believe) or the flow of metabolites (as Wa¨chters- the term or elusive the data—may be our only hope.
ha¨user, de Duve, Cairns-Smith, and many other “meta- Apart from fundamental agreement on the duality of
life, the two books are light years apart in tone, style,bolists” have argued)? Fry puts it succinctly:
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and intended audience. The Spark of Life is a wonderful treat in our overhyped, oversold, overly solicitous world.
Her book rewards by giving you a generous return onread and a perfect gift for friend, family, or colleagues
who are even mildly curious about the origins of biology. your investment of time and effort; the pleasure comes
from learning, not from entertainment. For example, weThe writing is graceful, the anecdotes charming, and
the illustrations richly evocative; each chapter can be learn that Darwin, who was right about just about every-
thing else, did not believe that evolution as he envisionedsavored independently; little or no chemistry or biology
is required to enjoy the romp; the arguments are so it (descent with modification) could explain the origin of
life. Indeed, he declared in a letter after publication ofcasual that you can dabble in the book any time of day
or night (breakfast, beach, airport, bed, etc.); and you The Origin of Species that “it is mere rubbish, thinking
at present of the origin of life” (Fry, p. 55). This wasget a painless panoramic view of the major historical
and scientific issues concerning the origin of life. certainly true in the 1860s, and we can only hope that
it ceased to be true with the discovery of catalytic RNAWills (a biologist) and Bada (a chemist and exobiolo-
gist) had a lot of fun writing The Spark of Life, and you in the early 1980s.
Yet despite disparate styles and approaches, thesecan have fun reading it. Unlike scholars who hide behind
a scrim of objectivity, Wills and Bada freely confess two books have something else in common. Nobody
would ever dare to say, in a book about the origin ofto enjoying themselves. For example, “It is amazing in
retrospect that the Earth was neither too hot nor too life, that the answers may always be out of reach. A
book of this kind must engender and sustain our hopescold for life to appear” (p. 80). Wills and Bada also love
a good fight, and do not pull punches. Sidney Fox’s that someday, somehow, we will know more about how
life emerged from nothingness. As Wills and Bada putinfamous “proteinoids” (the result of cooking amino
acids under high dry heat) are discussed under the rubric it in their Introduction,
“False Starts in the Move Toward Greater Complexity”
Arguments about the origin of life tend to have this(Wills and Bada, p. 52).
strange recursive quality, circling maddeningly aroundNor are Wills and Bada afraid to poke fun at improba-
the problem without ever quite coming to grips withble experiments too readily accepted as gospel. They
it. We are going to try to break this circle. (p. xix)tease the chemists,
It is hardly surprising that Wills and Bada fail to “break
Orgel and others have used nasty-sounding com- this circle” (who has succeeded?) but they do offer a
pounds such as methylimidazolide and carbonyldi- kind of solace. As Wills and Bada see the origin of life
imidizole as the activation reagents [for simulated pre- game, biologists look backward from the actual living
biotic chemistry]. These reagents would cerainly not present to the distant imaginary past (a “top-down” ap-
have been present in the primordial soup. How, in their proach) while chemists look forward from an imagined
absence, might the subunits have become activated? inanimate past to the earliest imaginable living organ-
(Wills and Bada, p. 103) isms (a “bottom-up” approach). The biologists are on
more solid ground, but mainly because the most difficultas well as the molecular biologists,
problems are safely out of sight. Invoking the famous
Our hunch is that the molecular biologist’s dream of image of the Golden Spike, driven near Ogden, Utah in
a simple, entirely self-replicating molecule emerging 1869 to commemorate completion of the first transconti-
on its own from the primoridal soup is an unlikely nental railroad, Wills and Bada write,
mechanism for the origin of life. Whatever the mecha-
We predict that sometime early in this century, thenism... it must surely have been a cooperative enter-
top-down and bottom-up lines of investigation willprise involving more than one type of molecule... (Wills
indeed manage to meet. Whether there will be aand Bada, p. 130)
golden spike ceremony to mark the occasion, with
the successful teams shaking hands and grinning atand even score a direct personal hit for reasons that
the camera, remains to be seen. (p. 58)only later become apparent,
Fry is a gradualist, not a millenialist, and offers a differentIncautious investigators can also be parboiled, as
kind of solace. She believes that science moves slowly,happened to Cyril Ponnamperuma when the appar-
but inexorably, toward the truth. Just don’t hold yourently solid crust near the Icelandic pool he was investi-
breath.gating collapsed suddenly. (Wills and Bada, p. 175)
Unlike The Spark of Life, The Emergence of Life on Alan Weiner
Earth is cold sober, methodical, comprehensive, almost Department of Biochemistry
devoid of illustrations, and intellectually unforgiving. The University of Washington
prose and arguments are dense; the more chemistry Box 357350
and biology you know, the better; and the text has the Seattle, Washington 98195
heft of a monograph or doctoral dissertation instead of
a birthday present. Thus I was genuinely surprised, and
pleased, to find the book winning me over, page by
page, precisely because Fry never stoops to conquer.
Making no effort to appeal, she allows the intrinsic fasci-
nation of the science to speak for itself. This low-key
(some might say no-key) approach turns out to be a rare
